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The Demand for Life Insurance: An Application of
the Economics of Uncertainty: A Comment
NICHOLAS ECONOMIDES*

IN HIS THEORETICAL STUDY on the demand for life insurance R.A. Campbell [I],
has derived simple demand-for-insurance equations in an attempt to relate
households' optimal responses to human capital uncertainty. One major conclusion of his paper is that for households characterized by risk aversion, the optimal
amount of human capital insurance is a decreasing function of the "load factor,"
A, which is defined as a percentage markup from the actuarially fair value of
insurance.
Campbell's conclusions follow directly from a Taylor Series expansion of his
objective function. In this comment, the demand-for-insurance equations are
derived once again, but this time the derivation will be direct, without use of the
Taylor approximation. It is demonstrated that Campbell's approximate functions
do not converge in the limit to the exact solutions for logarithmic utility functions.
For this class of utility functions, Campbell's approximate solution dictates
nonoptimal holdings of life insurance for virtually all policies whose load factors
are greater than zero. The reason for this is that Campbell's approximations
contain utility derivatives only up to the second order. As will be shown, for the
logarithmic utility function, third and higher derivatives are significant.
The organization of this note is as follows. First, the optimal amount of
insurance coverage, I * , will be derived and compared with Campbell's alternative,
INS. Second, it is demonstrated that INS does not approximate I*as the time
horizon, A t , becomes infinitely small; i.e., as At + 0, lim I*# INS. Third,' it is
shown that a t one point, where the bequest and utility functions are identical and
where insurance is sold with no load (A = 0 ) , I N S and I*coincide. Fourth, the
optimal ( I *) and approximate (INS) life insurance coverage (and their difference)
are calculated for some realistic parameter values. Finally, a general result on
approximations is given.
At the outset, it is useful to reintroduce the problem, notation, and assumptions
of Campbell. A wage earner of age x and retirement age R has present value of
wage income from x to R R HI = H and current marketable assets of W, = W. At
instant x he faces a lottery. With probability 1 - q A t he survives a t time x + At
and has wealth W H a n d utility function V(.) and with probability q A t he dies,
has wealth W, and bequest utility function B ( . ) .The assumption is made that
both the utility and the bequest functions are increasing and concave, i.e. V' > 0,
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V" < 0, B' > 0, B" < 0, and that these functions are proportional to each other:
k=B(') where k is the household's intensity for bequests. The wage earner is
V(.)
offered life insurance for the period At, i.e. a contract to receive I if he dies in (x,
x + At) and to pay PREM before the outcome of the lottery is disclosed. Given
a "loading factor" h of the insurance firm the premium is PREM = 1(1 h)qAt.'
The general problem of the consumer is to choose the optimal insurance
coverage I*5 0 that maximizes expected utility (Campbell's Equation 5):

+

+

Max E[U = Max(1 - qAt)V(W H -IqAt(l
I

I

+ A))

Rather than expand this state-dependent utility function by a Taylor Series, the
more direct approach is taken here of differentiating the objective function with
respect to I.

At the optimal level of insurance, I * ,

implying for At # 0 that

The second order condition,

is met if V"(.) < 0 and B " ( . ) < 0.
(Note that the above condition (2) is sufficient but not necessary.) By Campbell's
assumption, these conditions are met. Therefore, the expected utility maximizer
solves (1) for I * . Assuming, as Campbell does, that the bequest function is a
positive linear transformation of the utility function,
B . ) =k . )

k >0

(3)

then (1)may be rewritten as

-

The notation is slightly different. Here q xq,.
Note that (1) holds only if At # 0, but this creates no restrictions because, although it may be
small, At is always positive.
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At this point it is helpful to consider specific forms of the utility function before
solving for the optimal amount of insurance coverage and comparing this amount
with that derived by Campbell. The class of utility functions considered explicitly
by Campbell is that exhibiting constant relative risk aversion, amongst which the
logarithmic function is found. This particular form will serve as the counterexample offered here, although it is not difficult to prove that there is divergence
between I*and Campbell's approximate coverage INS for other members of this
class. Letting V(.) = L n ( . ) and noting that V'(.) = I / ( . ) , the following may be
derived:

This can be solved for I * :

Under the logarithmic case, c = 1 in Campbell's Equation 10 and the approximately optimal (where terms involving higher than second order derivatives of
the utility function have been omitted) amount of insurance is given as:

Therefore, in general, I*# INS. Also, I*is not linear as INS is. Moreover, as the
time interval approaches zero,
lim I*(q, A, k ) =

At-0

k ( W + H) - (1 + X)W
(1 + A )

Therefore, the INS function does not approximate the optimal coverage function
I*(q, A, k) for small At.
At one point, the two insurance demand functions will be equal. Consider the
case where the bequest function is identical to the utility function (k = 1):

In the special case where insurance is sold at its actuarially fair value (profitless
sale where h = O), the two functions are equal and optimal insurance coverage is

4 B ~ ift k # 1 these functions do not coincide at X = 0: ZNS(X = 0 ) - Z*iX = 0 ) =
H(2k - 1) - W ( l - k )
- k H - W ( l - k ) , Further, lim (ZNS(X = 0 ) - Z*(X = 0 ) ) = k
1 + ( k - 1)qAt
Al-0
( H + W ) ( kwhich is zero only at k = 1.
k
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Table I

Table of Divergence between I* and INS
HUMAN WEALTH

=

NON-HUMAN WEALTH

200,000

=

20,000

h = 0.1 Ages:
I*
INS
I* - INS
(I*-INS)/I*
h = 0.2 Ages:
I*
INS
I* - INS
(I*-INS)/I*
h = 0.3 Ages:
I*
INS
I* - INS
(I*-INS)/I*
h = 0.4 Ages:
I*
INS
I* - INS
(I*-INS)/I*

h = 0.5 Ages:
I*
INS
I* - INS
(I*-INS)/I*

The differences between functions I * ( X , k = 1) and INS(X, k
investigated. Let f ( h ) denote the difference between I * and INS:

=

1) are now

Clearly f ( 0 ) = 0, as seen above. We are interested in the case when the interval
At is small. As At tends to zero,

For small qAt, INS underestimates I * , the optimal coverage. It is easy to see that
f is always increasing in H, and increasing in W for any h that is not extremely
small.5
Table I shows the amounts of optimal coverage I * and approximate coverage
INS, as well as their difference for some values of H, Wand A, for the one-year
af
h
A sufficient condition for aw > 0 is q A t < (1

+
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probabilities of death of white males of ages 20-60.6 As seen in Table I for H =
200,000 and W = 20,000, for small h of the order of 10%the difference between I *
and I N S is of the order of 1%. However the divergence between I * and I N S rises
rapidly with the loading factor h to reach the level of 29% at h = .5. This table
was calculated for the same levels of H and W at all ages. It is expected that W
is significantly higher at higher ages, and this will increase the difference between
I * and INS.
Finally, I provide a justification for the divergence between I * and INS, its
approximation for small At proposed by Campbell. Vf(.) and B f ( . ) can be
expanded around W + H up to first order with remainder and then substituted
in Equation (1) that determines the optimal coverage I * . Then limits can be
taken as At + 0. The resulting expression is:
Vf(W + H ) ( 1

+ h - k) - V"(W + H ) k ( I- H )

This expression involves the third derivative of the bequest function. In R.A.
Campbell's paper the right-hand side of the above equation is zero (Equation
(7)). It is clear then that for any bequest function (like the logarithm function)
that has a nonzero third derivative the approximation I N S will diverge for the
optimal coverage I * .

Conclusion
The classical term insurance problem was examined and its optimal solution was
derived and contrasted with the approximate solution of R.A. Campbell. The case
of the logarithmic utility function was examined in detail. It was found that the
optimal and the approximate life insurance coverage coincide if the "load charge"
is zero, i.e. if the insurance firm charges the actuarially fair premiums. If there is
some positive "load charge" for reasonably low probabilities of death, Campbell's
approximation underestimates the optimal coverage.
Finally, a general approximation formula was given for the optimal life insurance coverage. In this approximation, the third derivative of the bequest function
was essential.
These results point to the fact that the optimal life insurance cannot be
adequately described through approximations which use up to the second derivative of the utility and bequest functions, even when these functions exhibit
constant relative risk aversion.
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